Notes:

- For additional and more-detailed explanations, please consult the sixth edition of the *Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association*. Also for the latest update consult the APA web page: [http://apastyle.org/elecref.html](http://apastyle.org/elecref.html)

- APA recommends that the reference list citation “include the same elements, in the same order, as you would for a reference to a fixed-media source and add as much electronic retrieval information as needed for others to locate the sources you cited.”

- Italics are used instead of underlining.

- If noted on the internet site include the DOI (digital object identifier) in the citation. See examples below.

- The examples listed below are single spaced, APA style requires that references be double spaced with a hanging indent.

**Citing a Report from a Private Organization:**

**Example:**


**Citing an Article in an Electronic Journal with DOI:**


**Citing an Article in an Electronic Journal without DOI:**

Citing an Encyclopedia Article, Online:

**Example:**


Citing from EBSCOhost:

**Example with DOI:**


**Example without DOI:**


Citing from InfoTrac:

**Examples without DOI:**


Citing from Lexis-Nexis Academic:

**Examples without DOI:**


For additional information, consult the following web sites:

http://www.apastyle.org/elecsource.html

http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/664/01